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Abstract
In the present work, we report ﬁrst principles calculations of the pressure effect on the structural and electronic properties of BoronBismuth (BBi) compound in its zincblende phase. The pseudopotential plane wave (PPW) method in the framework of the density functional theory (DFT) within the local density approximation for the exchange-correlation functional, and the Hartwigzen-GoedeckerHutter (HGH) scheme for the pseudopotential were used in the calculation. The unit cell volume, the molecular and crystal densities, the
equation of state and also the linear and quadratic pressure coefficients of the energy band-gaps are investigated.
Keywords: Density Functional Theory; Structural and Electronic Properties; III-V Materials.

1. Introduction
Among the III-V materials, the III-V compounds based on bismuth element have attracted both scientific and technological
interest in recent years [1], [2]. Thus adding bismuth to III-V semiconductors is of great importance for numerous optical and electronic applications, especially in the fabrication of the solar cells,
and also in elaboration of the transistors and devices based on
spintronics [1].
The density-functional perturbation theory (DFPT) was widely
applied to predict the phonon spectra, interatomic force constants,
born effective charges and a variety of other properties of solid
state materials. This method was used by Bouamama et al. [2] to
investigate the lattice dynamics and dielectric properties of BBi
material in its zincblende structure.
The effect of hydrostatic pressure on the electronic band-gaps is
also studied by Bouamama et al. [2]; they found that the BBi material is a semiconductor with indirect band-gap. In fact, they mentioned that the obtained values of the indirect band-gap energy
decrease with increasing of hydrostatic pressure.
Using the full potential linearized augmented plane wave method,
and as implemented in the WIEN2k code, the electronic behavior
of BBi material was also studied by Madouri et al [3]. They found
that this material is a semiconductor with direct band-gap with a
small optical transition of about 0.13 eV.
Under application of external stress (hydrostatic pressure for example) the zincblende phase is destabilized and structural phase
transition occurs. For (B3) BBi compound, there are very little
results [4-9] on the pressure induced phase transition.
In the present work, we report ﬁrst principles calculations of the
hydrostatic pressure effect on the unit cell volume, molecular and
crystal densities, the equation of state and finally the linear and
quadratic pressure coefficients of the energy band gaps using the

pseudopotential plane wave method, in the framework of the density functional theory (DFT) within the local density approximation (LDA).

2. Computational methods
The ﬁrst-principle calculations were performed by employing
pseudopotential plane-waves approach based on the density functional theory [10] and implemented in the ABINIT code [11].
ABINIT code is a common project of the Université Catholique de
Louvain, Corning Incorporated and other contributors. The Teter
and Pade parameterization [12] for LDA was applied for the exchange-correlation functional. The effect of the inner electrons
and the nucleus (the frozen core) was described within a pseudopotential scheme; the Hartwigzen-Goedecker-Hutter (HGH)
scheme [13] to generate the pseudopotentials was used. A planewave basis set was used to solve the Kohn-Sham equations in the
pseudopotential implementation of the DFT-LDA.

3. Results and discussions
3.1. Convergence study
Before starting the calculation of structural and electronic properties desired, it is necessary to know the optimal values of the plane
wave kinetic energy cut-off (Ecut), and the grid of special k points
(nkpt). So several sets of convergence tests have been carried out
in order to choose correctly those two important parameters.
In Fig. 1, we plot the variation of total energy versus Ecut and
versus nkpt. The chosen plane wave kinetic energy cut-off is 90
Hartree for (B3) BBi compound. For the (B3) BBi material, we
adopt (4 × 4 × 4) shifted Monkhorst-Pack k-point.
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The values of the lattice parameter a0, bulk modulus B0, and its
pressure derivative B0′ of both zincblende and Rock-salt phases
are presented in table.1, and compared with the available theoretical data [1], [2], [3], [5], [6], [8], [16], [17].

Fig. 1: Total Energy versus Ecut and Versus nkpt in (B3) BBi Material.

3.2. Structural properties
Fig. 2: Total Energy versus Ecut and Versus Volume in both Zincblende
and Rock-Salt Phases of BBi Material.

3.2.1. Geometry optimization
After obtaining Ecut and the nkpt which give the best convergence
possible of the total energy. These two parameters are used in the
calculation of the total energy for various values of the lattice
constant. The values obtained of the total energy are traced as a
function of the unit cell volume. One can deduce the static structural properties such as the equilibrium lattice constant from the
volume which gives the minimum energy, the bulk modulus and
its pressure derivatives by using the Murnaghan Equation of State
(EOS) [14], [15].
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Where: B0 is the bulk modulus at zero pressure, V0 is the equilibrium volume, E (V0) is the energy corresponding to equilibrium
volume, B0' is the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus at P = 0.
The bulk modulus B0 is given by the following formula:

B0  V (2 E / V 2 )   4 / 9a  (2 E / a2 )

Table 1: Lattice Constants a0, Bulk Modulus B0 and Its Pressure Derivative B0′ of BBi Material In Comparison with Available Theoretical Values
[1], [2], [3], [5], [6], [8], [16], and [17].

Phase

Results
Parameter

(2)

Where a is the lattice constant.
The Murnaghan Equation of State (EOS) originates from the observation that the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus shows
negligible pressure dependence [15]. Therefore, we can make the
following approximation [15].
B
B
V B
 B0' 

P
B V
P V  V
0

It is seen that, our calculated lattice parameter a0 of both
zincblende and Rock-salt phases are in general in good agreement
with the other theoretical data [1], [2], [3], [5], [6], [8], [16], and
[17]. Where for example, the value of lattice constant obtained by
us in the case of zincblende phase deviates from the theoretical
values [6], [17] within only 0.39 % and 0.07 % respectively.
Our calculated values of bulk modulus B0 and its pressure derivative B0′ of both zincblende and Rock-salt phases are also in general in good agreement with the other theoretical data [1], [3], [5],
[6], [8], [16], and [17]. Where for example, the value of bulk
modulus B0 obtained in this work in the case of Rock-salt phase
deviates from the theoretical value of Cui et al. [5] within only
0.60 %.

(3)

Fig. 2 shows the variation of the total energy as a function of the
volume of one molecule of both zincblende (B3) and Rock-salt
(B1) phases of BBi compound. From the graphs connecting the
total energy and relative volume one can clearly see that the (B3)
phase is more stable than the (B1) phase.

Our
work
5.394

Other works
5.371[1] 5.392[2] 5.529[3] 5.464[5]
5.415[6] 5.448[8] 5.535[16] 5.390[17]

a0 (Å)
(B3)

(B1)

B0 (GPa)

83.99

87.3[1] 72.209 [3] 81.89[5] 99.30[6]
85.87[8] 72.30[16] 87.7[17]
4.73[3] 4.32[5] 4.51[6] 2.903[8] 4.52[17]

B0′
a0 (Å)

4.36
4.918

5.198[5] 5.22[6] 5.234[8]

B0 (GPa)

91.9

91.35[5] 112.55[6] 111.68[8]

B0′

4.05

4.54[5] 3.83[6] 3.21[8]

3.2.2. Variation of the volume under pressure
In order to show how the structural parameters behave under hydrostatic pressure, the equilibrium geometries of (B3) BBi unit
cells were computed at ﬁxed values of applied hydrostatic pres-
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sure in the 0 to 25 GPa range, where at each pressure value, a
complete optimization for the volume unit cells was performed.
In Fig. 3, we plot the variation of the unit cell volume and the
relative unit cell volume (ΔV/V0) as function of applied hydrostatic pressure.

3.2.4. Equation of state
The understanding of equation of state (EOS) is of primary interest in both the experimental and theoretical high pressure phase
transition investigations [22]. The study of equation of state (EOS)
helps to understand the nature of solid state theories and determines the values of fundamental thermodynamic parameters [22].
So for studying P-V relation we have used the Vinet equation of
state. The Vinet expression [23, 24] for the equation of state
(EOS) is written as follow [22-24]

Ln H = Ln B0  1.5 (B0'  1)(1  X)

(6)

Where: X = (Vn) 1/3, and Vn = Vp /V0 is the normalized volume;
where: Vp is the volume at a value of pressure no null, and V 0 is
the volume at zero-pressure.
The function H is given as follow [22-24]
Fig. 3: Variations of the Volume and (ΔV/V0) As Function of Pressure for
(B3) BBi Material.

H  PX2 / 3(1  X)

3.2.3. Molecular and crystal densities

The universal equation of state (EOS) curve of BBi material in its
zincblende phase was depicted in Fig. 5.

(7)

The structure and composition of crystals can be used to calculate
their crystal densities. The density g is given by the following
formulas [18, 19]
g

Z .M .u
a.b.c sin   sin   sin 2   2(1  cos  .cos  .cos  )
2

2

(4)

Where: Z is the number of formula units in a crystal unit cell, M is
the molecular weight of a formula unit in amu (for BBi, M =
219.791uma), u is weight of an amu, a, b and c are unit cell axes
lengths, and α, β and δ are unit cell axes angles.
For the cubic zincblende-type semiconductors, the molecular density is given by the following expression [20]
3

dM = 4/a

(5)

Where: a is the lattice parameter.
The calculated molecular and crystal densities at different values
of pressure, for (B3) BBi are plotted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5: Universal Equation of State (EOS) of (B3) BBi Material.

Unfortunately as far as we know, there is no data available in the
literature on the universal equation of state (EOS) curve for this
material. Thus, further theoretical and experimental investigations
are significantly needed to confirm the validity of our results.

3.3. Electronic properties
3.3.1. Energy band-gaps-pressure dependence

Fig. 4: Variations of the Molecular and Crystal Densities with Pressure of
(B3) BBi Material.

Analytical relations for the pressure dependence of molecular and
crystal densities are given by the following a quadratic fits:
dM (1022 cm−3) = 2.551+ 0.027p – 2.351×10−4p2;
g = 8.935 + 0.095 p – 8.233 ×10−4p2.
The value of the density g of (B3) BBi material at equilibrium is
equal to: 8.935 g/cm3, this value is in good agreement with the
theoretical value (8.676 g/cm3) obtained by Ustundag et al. [21];
the deviation is less than 3 %.

Based on the results of the optimized geometry, the electronic
band structures of BBi material in its zincblende phase were calculated. The valence band maximum and conduction band minimum
occur at different points of the first Brillouin zone, which indicates
B3 structure of BBi has indirect gap with about 0.73 eV. This
result obtained by us is localized between the value 0.61 eV obtained by Cui et al [5], and that obtained by Yalcin [25]. This later
mentioned that this material is semiconductor with direct gap of
about 0.817 eV. This later value was obtained by using the modified Becke-Johnson (mBJ) potential, which is different from the
pseudopotentiel used in our work.
In order to investigate the effects of the hydrostatic pressure on the
width of the energy band-gaps and position of the conduction band
minimum of BBi compound, the energy band-gaps at selected
symmetry points are examined as a function of the hydrostatic
pressure increasing. The results of our calculation for the direct
and indirect energy band-gaps along the high symmetry directions
in the first Brillouin zone for (B3) BBi material versus the hydrostatic pressure up to 25 GPa are shown in Fig. 6.
It can be seen from this figure that the energy band-gaps E
and E L increase significantly with increasing of pressure,
whereas E X and Eg decrease slowly with increasing of pressure.
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Ei (a)  Ei (a0 )  A(a / a0 )  B(a / a0 )2

(9)

Where: Δa is the change in the lattice constant, a0 the equilibrium
lattice paramaer and i is either the indirect V  X C , V  LC ,
Eg and direct V  C band gap.

Fig. 6: Variations of the Energy Band-Gaps E , E X , E L and Eg
with Pressure of (B3) BBi Material.

For most semiconductors, the variation of the energy band-gaps
under pressure can be formulated by the following quadratic expression [26]
Ei (P) = Ei (0) + C1 P + C2 P2

(8)
Fig. 7: Relative Lattice Constant Dependence of the Energy Band Gaps:

Where: c1 and c2 are the linear and quadratic pressure coefficients
respectively, and are expressed as: C1 = ∂Ei/∂p in eV/Mbar, and C2
= ∂2Ei/∂p2 in eV/Mbar2.
The values of the linear and quadratic pressure coefficients as
obtained by us are detailed in Table. 2.
Table 2: Linear and Quadratic Pressure Coefficients Of (B3) BBi
Compound.
Band-gap

Linear and quadratic pressure coefficients
C1
C2

V  C

0.072

0.13x10-3

V  X C

-0.018

0.42 x10

V  LC

0.043

0.09 x10-3

V   min

-0.007

0.1x10-3

-3

The behavior of the energy band-gaps of BBi material in its
zincblende phase under hydrostatic pressure is indicated in Fig. 6,
this behavior is very similar to that observed in the case of BSb
semiconductor [26], where the fundamental gap remains indirect
( V   min ). In typical Boron-V (BP, BAs and BSb) materials,
the fundamental gap decreases when the pressure increases (volume is compressed) [27].
Unfortunately as far as we know, there is no data available in the
literature on the linear and quadratic pressure coefficients for (B3)
BBi compound.
Another manner to write the behavior of the energy band-gaps
under compression is as a function of the relative variation in lattice constant ( a / a0 ) [27].
Fig. 7 shows the variation of the calculated energy band-gaps as a
function the relative variation in lattice constant ( a / a0 ) for
BBi compound in its zincblende phase. It is seen that the bandgaps Eg ( V   min ) and V  X C decrease with increase in the
relative change of the lattice constant for this compound with negative sign for A coefficient. The band gaps V  LC and
V   C increase significantly with the increasing in the relative

variation of the lattice constant ( a / a0 ). This behavior confirms
well our analyses on the variation of the band-gaps according to
the hydrostatic pressure.
The dependence of the energy band-gaps and ( a / a0 ) can be
given through the use of a second-order polynomial fit, this later
can be given as follow [27]

Eg, V  X C , V  LC And V  C of (B3) BBi Material.

The values of the coefficients obtained from this quadratic fit are
tabulated in Table 3.
However, as far as we know, there is still no experimental as well
as theoretical data of the linear and quadratic coefficients for Boron-Bismuth material. Hence, the present results could be served
as a prediction for future experiment.
Table 3: Coefficients Obtained from Least-Square Fits with to the Calculated Values of the Indirect V  X C , V  LC , V   min and the
Direct V  C Band Gaps of (B3) BBi Material.
Ei (a0), and linear and quadratic pressure coefficients
Band-gap
Ei (a0)
A
B
V  C
1.18
16.03
235.19
V  X C

0.96

-6.58

52.30

V  LC

0.81

9.26

141.68

V   min

0.73

-2.28

3.12

Fig. 8 shows the calculated energy band structure along the high
symmetry directions in the first Brillouin zone of BBi material in
its zincblende phase at equilibrium (zero-pressure), and at pressure
of 22 GPa.

Fig. 8: Calculated Band Structures of BBi Material in Its Zincblende
Structure (Solid Line at P= 0 GPa, Dashed with Pressure at 22GPa).

From the figure 8, it can be seen that the valence band maximum
(VBM) and the conduction band minimum (CBM) are found at 
point, and at min (near X point) region respectively. It is clear
from this figure that the conduction bands are shifted upwards and
valance bands are shifted downwards when the hydrostatic pressure is applied (dashed curves) while the profile of the bands re-
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mains in general unchanged under the application of the hydrostatic pressure.

5

[10]

4. Conclusion
[11]

A summary of the results obtained in this work is given below:
At equilibrium, the lattice parameter, the bulk modulus and its
pressure derivative of both zincblende and Rock-salt phases of this
material are obtained; they are in general in agreement with the
other theoretical data of the literature. The crystal density of the
zincblende phase is also determined; it is also in good agreement
with the other theoretical data of the literature.
At equilibrium, the valence band maximum and the conduction
band minimum of the zincblende phase are found at  point and
at min (near X point) region respectively, indicating that the
Boron- Bismuth compound is an indirect semiconductor. Our
result of energy gap (0.73 eV) is localized between other theoretical results of the literature.
The pressure effect on the unit cell volume, molecular and crystal
densities, equation of state (EOS) and also on the size of the energy band-gaps of Boron- Bismuth (BBi) compound in zincblende
phase have been also investigated.
The linear and quadratic pressure coefficients have been determined. The behavior of the band gap variation under high pressure
is very similar to that found in other B-V (BP, BAs, and BSb)
materials; where the fundamental gap decreases very slowly with
the increasing of hydrostatic pressure.
Unfortunately as far as we know, there is no experimental data
available in the literature on the all quantities predicted in this
work for this material. Thus, further theoretical and experimental
investigations are significantly needed to confirm the validity of
our results on different quantities predicted.
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